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Across
1. puzzler’s directive  
7. try out  
11. scientific workspace  
14. receptacle for a
  sword  
15. move slightly, as when
  waking up 
16. Tokyo, formerly  
17. off         ; out of
  whack  
18. movie performance by a
  deity?  
20. Bond, James Bond, for 
  example  
21.          Net; private Dept.
  of Defense network  
23. site of a now-diminished
  Union  
24. pinnacle  
25. homes of birds or
  wasps  
26. coordinate filming in a
  new way?  

32. intangible distinctive 
  quality 
33. iconic local diner, with
  “the”  
34. unit of weight measure-
  ment: Abbr.  
37. slide, on a banana peel 
  perhaps  
38. describe comprehen-
  sively: 2 Wds.  
39. unit of organization, 
  digitally perhaps  
40. the first double 
  digit  
41. having gotten up  
42. privy to (a secret, 
  maybe): 2 Wds.  
43. oversee an item? 
46. misbehave: 2 Wds.  
49. small case, 
  archaically  
50. involuntary quivering 
  motion  
52. Thor’s dad  

53. 4.0, ideally: Abbr.  
56. production about a 
  cleanser?  
58. gave approval for  
60. sounds of disgust 
61. run away  
62. scorched  
63. the final quarter of 
  a mile  
64. accounted for  
65. mistakes

Down
1. questions  
2. son of Mrs. Potts  
3. depend (on)  
4. type of milk 
  substitute  
5. bad smell 
6. cocktail ingredient 
7. Ivan the Terrible, for 
  example  
8. “and more”: Abbr.  
9. web location  
10. defeat  
11. toy bricks  
12. take up  
13. foretells 
19. liberate  
22. permeate  
24. at earliest convenience:
  Abbr.  
26. speedy 
27. law 
28. Ellie Kemper’s character
  on “The Office” 
29. early Mesoamerican 
  civilization known for giant
  head sculptures  
30. intimidated  
31. baseball referee, for
  short  
34. actor’s 
  responsibility  
35. alliance or coalition  
36. put in the mail  
38. knight’s title 
39. archipelago whose capital
  is Suva 
41. bad deals 
43. garbage disposal
  area 
44. practically useless 
45. underground shelter 
46. in a ship: 2 Wds.  
47. monarch’s 
  headpiece  
48. make fun of 
51. irritate 
52. sign 
53. type of Greek 
  sandwich 
54. type of pressure 
55. combines  
57. director Spike 
59. river in Switzerland  


